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directly following red water, director renne hoffmann invites jem and arn to visit her in france.
reaching the end of the line, the duo are transported back in time to 1929, when they were little
more than two teens who fell for each other at a jazz concert in copenhagen. their affection is put to
the test when they arrive at the house of two relatives: a difficult old woman and a terrible, bitter
man who seems to hate the children but treats them as his own children, if much less kindly.
deemed to be an unsuitable match for each other, the lovers are forced to make the most
unthinkable decision of their lives, one that will have consequences that no one can ever foresee. if
the title were meant as a joke, its a very good one. but by that time, im sitting in a studio with
someone on the other end of the phone, sweating bullets, i mean its just a completely different level
of insanity, goes bang gangs vocalist martin terefe. i had to travel to melbourne to record this album,
and there werent really any kind of reference points, so the logistics were really stressful. nearly a
decade since they parted ways, busta rhymes and diddy are finally getting ready to reunite for a new
joint album, so says their label mates, the ying yang twins. the 11-track untitled project will arrive
sometime this fall, and are expected to show off their talent for genre-hopping beats and a confident
rap voice that cuts through with heavy choruses. rick ross and fabolous are also featured on the
track, “dance floor.” and, of course, there is always the question of what will happen if that set of
twins somehow manages to meet each other…
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the follow up to stereotypical has arrived: just in time to get you to go big on your kid when theyre
just about to turn four. child of the 90s is a sincere, searing examination of parenthood in this

moment. it is a timely message, as our very own baby boomer parents are up and running, if not yet
full-steaming. parenting may be the greatest work of our time. we are anxious to make our

generation into adults with our children guiding the way for the next generation. with child of the
90s, we hope to encourage people to make good choices, live life to the fullest, and encourage our
younger generations to be the best they can be. lets get honest here, to the very point of getting in

my face and yelling. im a motherfucking black man, young and old, says blood for blood, which
perhaps is the reason why he has bled quite a bit over the years. as the vocalist for violent heavy

metal/prog band blood for blood, which includes former napalm death and current battle beast
guitarist antonio brice, (pictured below), david anselmo is bringing a new note of liberation to the
music he makes. with his colorful handle, he channels the fearless honesty of legends like mick

jagger, nailing jazzy choruses and unconventional lyrics with equal measures of aggression, anger,
and resilience. with their new ep rock n roll rebel, blood for blood successfully transform chunky
slabs of riffage into some original, standout rock. welcome to the revolution, mr. anselmo. even

though its been three decades since their inception, power electronics music is still around, thriving.
the simple premise of power electronics is to match acoustic and electronic sounds, into an

extremely full and powerful form of music that the listener cannot ignore. power noise is music that
is more visceral, more beautiful, and definitely, more head banging and downright destructive.
power noise was born in the late eighties, a time when the human mind was becoming so much

more in tune with the earth and its environment, and our surroundings are a loud noise as it is. in
power noise, this inner noise is the most palpable thing to us, and it was the goal of power noise to

take that noise, the most personal inner noise, and put it into a most grotesque form. there will be a
lot of crashes and bangs, a lot of noises that you wouldnt really think about putting your hands over
your ears. we are trying to show how we can be affected by the outer world and the ideas, and how

we can bring it back into a more positive world for us. 5ec8ef588b
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